The concordance of survey reports and Medicare claims in a nationally representative longitudinal cohort of older adults.
Concordance between survey reports and claims data is not well established. We compared them for disease histories, preventative, and other health services use in a large, nationally representative sample of older Medicare beneficiaries with special attention given to evaluating age, aging, memory, and respondent status effects. Baseline (1993) and biennial follow-up data (through 2010) from the Survey on Assets and Health Dynamics among the Oldest-Old were linked to Medicare claims from 1991 to 2010, for 4910 participants yielding 19,556 person-periods. Concordance was measured by simple, weighted, and prevalence and bias-adjusted κ, and Lin's concordance statistics. Generalized estimating equation negative binomial models were used to predict the summary counts of concordant reports, survey underreports, and survey overreports. Concordance was highly variable overall, unacceptably low for arthritis and physician visits, and less than substantial for angina, heart disease, hypertension, and outpatient surgery. Generalized estimating equation negative binomial models revealed reductions in reporting accuracy (more underreporting and overreporting) associated with both age (interindividual) and aging (intraindividual) effects, countervailing memory effects on concordance due to less underreporting but more overreporting, and countervailing proxy-respondent effects on concordance due to less underreporting but more overreporting. Further research should explore whether these findings are time or cohort bound, address the potential heterogeneity of the proxy-respondent effects based on the reason for and relationship of the proxy to the target person, and evaluate the effects of a broader spectrum of performance-based cognitive abilities. In the interim, the significant predictors identified here should be included in future studies.